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Magnetic pixel image made of Nespresso capsules

I have been collecting Nespresso capsules for 3 years and this year used them to
create my first pixel image. It’s not only a big job to empty, clean and pound them
flat. Finding enough matching colours for the pixel images is even more difficult.
There are coffee capsules that haven’t been available for more than 10 years. If by
chance, I am lucky enough to get my hands on these capsules, I hesitate to glue
them on directly.
That’s when I had the idea of changeable pictures. I don’t glue the coffee capsules
onto a canvas; instead, I glue a magnet onto the back of the capsule and then
attach them to a whiteboard. This enables me to reuse the coffee capsules and
create different images.

Advent window with Bambi design

My first capsule image is this year’s
advent window with a Bambi design.
This means that the ferromagnetic
board is placed outside and is also
covered with a thin fabric. Before
mounting the magnetic Nespresso
capsules, I had to take a few details into
account. supermagnete gave me the
following helpful advice:

 • The weight of the capsule has to be
taken into consideration when
choosing the magnets. Because of the
shear force, the weight has to be multiplied by 6 to calculate the required
adhesive force.

 • The thickness and type of surface (magnetic board) plays an important part.
Ideally, it should be steel with a thickness of at least 2 mm.

 • The distance between the magnet and the surface is crucial. Even a distance of
half a millimetre between the magnet and the metal surface can half the
adhesive force of the magnet.

 • Neodymium magnets (www.supermagnete.be/eng/magnets_overview_raw) are
not suitable for outdoor use because they could rust.
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After trying different sizes and
thicknesses, I decided on ferrite disc
magnets Ø 25 mm FE-S-25-05 (www.
supermagnete.be/eng/FE-S-25-05). For
these coffee capsules, it was the best
size and value for money.

Magnets are unruly! I had to tame them
with some trickery. I used an old baking
sheet and placed the flattened coffee
capsules on it with the coloured side
facing down. I used silicone as glue,
spreading it onto the magnets before sticking them onto the capsules. Because the
magnets were attracted to the sheet through the aluminium capsules, I didn’t have
to weigh anything down. I did, however, have to pay close attention to ensure that
all the magnets were glued onto the coffee capsules in the same direction so I
could easily stack them afterwards.

The 10 piece stacks had to be reversed
when placed side by side because they
would otherwise repel each other.
Carrying two such boxes on top of one
another wasn’t possible either; without
warning the coffee capsules in the
bottom box stuck to the upper box. But,
with discipline and great care, I was able
to control the magnets and they served
me well for my advent window.
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And so my second pixel image with
2 000 coffee capsules and magnets,
respectively, turned into an advent
window for everyone to see. Come
spring, I will slightly rearrange the coffee
capsules and add different colours to
create a new pixel image.

You can follow the project at any time at
www.designambach.ch (designambach.
ch) or on www.facebook.com/
designambach.

The following video shows the advent window being revealed to the public:
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            Due to your current cookie settings, you cannot start the video. With consent
to the data privacy statement, you can view this content.

          

          

                        I agree that external content will be displayed to me. This allows
personal data to be transmitted to third-party platforms. Find out more in our Data
Privacy Statement (www.supermagnete.be/eng/data_protection#10-verwendung-
von-sozialen-medien-videos).

          

        

        

          Nicht einverstanden

          

            Einverstanden

          

        

      

    

  

New pixel image of Minnie Mouse
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For the spring of 2021, I came up with a
new magnetic pixel image made of
Nespresso capsules. My idea: A cute
Minnie Mouse on the garage door. I
fabricated the pixels in the missing
colours and got to work. The result is a
wonderful capsule image of Minnie
Mouse that is greatly enjoyed by
passers-by.

Won the Nespresso special award 
The Creative Competition for Recycled Art 2021 held by igora.ch and
ferrorecycling.ch was looking for comics-themed works of art made from used
metal packaging. My Minnie Mouse pixel image made of used coffee capsules fit
those requirements perfectly. I decided to resize the pixel image to the requested
dimensions of 50x50x80 cm and entered the competition with a piece that is
recyclable in more ways than one.

I needed smaller pixels for the miniature version of the capsule image. Instead of a
disc magnet, I used the self-adhesive magnetic tape Ferrite 150 mm MT-150-STIC
(www.supermagnete.be/eng/MT-150-STIC) to attach the pixels. For that, I cut the
lid and rim off the Nespresso capsules, cut them open on the side and bent them in
such a way that I could lay them flat on the magnetic adhesive tape. Thanks to the
self-adhesive properties of the magnetic adhesive tape, the pixels stuck reliably to
the magnetic tape. I repeated this process with approx. 250 Nespresso capsules in
different colours. Then, using a punch, I cut out pixels with a diameter of 8 mm. All
in all, I made more than 4 500 pixels this way.

So I was all the more pleased that the jury of the competition liked the result and I
won the Nespresso special award with my project.

Note from the supermagnete team: The National Competition for Recycled Art made
of Metal Packaging 2019-2021 is held by the IGORA Cooperative for Aluminium
Recycling and the Ferro Recycling Association (Association for the Promotion of the
Recycling of Sheet Steel Packaging). For the Creative Competition Recycled Art
2021, a total of 215 comic-themed works of art were submitted.

Articles used
FE-S-25-05: Disc magnet Ø 25 mm, height 5 mm (www.supermagnete.be/eng/FE-
S-25-05)
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